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JEWISH COMMUNITIES’ UNCERTAIN FUTURE

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Europe Today: Massive Mideast migrant and refugee inflows, economic stagnation, and political polarization—
all unprecedented in their seriousness since World War II. What are the implications of these crises for Europe’s
Jews?
• BELGIUM: The predominately Muslim community of Molenbeek has evolved into an Islamic terror statewithin-a-state. Molenbeek is ill-integrated into the fragmented fabric of Belgian national life, yet quite functional
as an international nerve center for continent-wide terrorist activities as well as a revolving door for ISIS
recruits. Belgium’s Jews, since the attack on Brussels’ Jewish Museum in 2014 and the Brussels’ Airport attack
of January 2016, no longer feel safe in their own country, and many are considering leaving it.
• UK: The Labour Party, under the leadership of Jeremy Corbyn, has had a problematic history with Israel
as far back as the late 1940s. It has become a magnet for a well-organized left-wing movement—ranging from
the labor unions to the university campuses to Britain’s Muslim neighborhoods to the halls of Parliament—that is
virulently anti-Israel and indifferent to, if not complicit, in anti-Semitism. This movement threatens Great Britain’s
increasingly embattled Jewish community that is beginning to experience significantly higher rates of aliyah.
• FRANCE: Already reeling from terrorist murders and continuing spate of hate crimes, the nation’s half
million Jews have experienced a virtual state of siege since the January 2015 attacks on Charlie Hebdo and the
Hyper Cacher market, followed by the November 2016 Paris-wide terrorist onslaught. The right-wing National
Front, under the leadership of Marine Le Pen, has made overtures toward the French Jewish community
at the same time it pursues an anti-Muslim agenda. However, the Jewish community has not forgotten the
Party’s history of apologetics for Nazism and Petainism. The appeasement of Palestinian demands under both
conservative and socialist governments has added to the Jewish angst that has translated into an estimated
emigration of 15,000 French Jews during 2015.
• SWEDEN: The Social Democratic Party has presided over the largest per capita Muslim refugee influx
in Europe and at the same time has built its political identity around pro-Palestinian, anti-Israel polices in the
Middle East. This is exemplified by the recent outrageously biased anti-Israel statements of Foreign Minister
Margot Wallström. Sweden’s third-largest city, Malmö, with a large Muslim minority notorious for its anti-Jewish
attitudes and behavior, disgraced the country during the political ascendancy of Mayor Ilmar Reepalu. Both
Swedish Jews and Jewish visitors no longer feel safe in a society which has strict laws against anti-Jewish bias
and Holocaust Denial on the books but refuses to enforce them.
• GERMANY: Chancellor Angel Merkel’s controversial decision to admit one million refugees many of
them, Syrian during 2015, has put unprecedented strains on the country’s social and political fabric. The mass
sexual assault on New Year’s Eve 2016 by as many as 1,000 predominately Muslim immigrant men against
as many as 100 German women brought the national crisis to a head. The extreme right, largely politically
marginalized since World War II, has experienced mushroom-like growth, led by the anti-immigrant party
Pegida Party whose leader Lutz Bachmann resigned after Facebook comments he made reportedly called
refugees “animals” and “scumbags” along with a picture of him with Hitler-style hair and moustache. Another
anti-Islamization party, AfD or the Alternative for Germany, is led by Frauke Petry who combined calls to ban
minarets with support for outlawing circumcision. She also favors shooting illegal immigrants at the border. The
high levels of anti-Semitism, which many recent Muslim immigrants have brought with them, are deep cause
for concern, especially among Germany’s small 120,000-member Jewish community in a country that is already
home to 4 million Muslims. Also of concern, is evidence that Holocaust education is no longer as effective in
immunizing young Germans against anti-Jewish and anti-Muslim attitudes.
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• HUNGARY: In a country without Muslims, the ruling Fidesz Party and the hard-right Jobbik Party have
dominated politics since 2010. Jobbik specializes in anti-Israel and anti-Jewish provocations, while the ruling
regime is busy rehabilitating Hungary’s collaboration with the Nazis during World War II. The levels of popular
anti-Semitism are the highest in Europe. Hungarian Jews are deeply concerned for their future.
In late 2013, the Fundamental Rights Agency (FRA), a research branch of the European Union (EU), published the
findings of a wide-scope survey on reactions and perceptions among European Jews regarding anti-Semitism
that reflect a loss of faith by European Jews - at the start of their third millennium in Europe- that the Continent
and its constituent nations will provide them a safe, secure future at the start of Jews’ third millennium in
Europe. The EU did nothing about the FRA’s Report, when the truth came out. Things have grown worse, not
better, in the period leading into 2016.
It is past time for Europe and friends of the European Jewish community in the U.S., Israel, and around the globe
to admit that, over seventy years after the fall of the Third Reich, the current situation constitutes a clear-andpresent danger to the Jewish future in Europe and to the democratic values of European societies.
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INTRODUCTION
Seventy years after the collapse of Hitler’s Reich, and twenty-five years after the breakup of the Soviet Empire,
Europe faces a new crisis. An unprecedented wave of migrants and refugees from the Middle East and Africa
is straining the social and political fabric of a continent with only mixed results in assimilating previous waves
of immigrants. The new crush of humanity comes at a time with Europe already suffering from unsustainably
low birth rates, a stagnating economy, and unemployment rates twice that of the U.S. The full gamut of violent
crime is on the upsurge, from the UK through France and Germany, to Scandinavia. The burgeoning threat
from continuing Islamist terrorism has become a brutal fact of life for Western Europeans. And the countries of
Eastern Europe, including Poland, Hungary, and the Russian Federation outside the EU, are afraid of such trends
spilling over their own borders.1
This Report focuses on the impact of this new crisis on Europe’s thousand year-old Jewish communities.
Today, roughly 1.4 million Jews live in European Union countries with a population of 400 million. Dr. Manfred
Gerstenfeld estimates that “well over 150 million” of the EU’s citizens harbor extreme anit-Israel and/or antiSemitic attitudes. How do Europe’s Jewish communities view the dangers they face? How have their responded?
And what are future prospects? 2

“Let us look not back in anger, nor forward in fear,
but around us in awareness.”
					

-James Thurber
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EUROPEAN COUNTRIES IN CRISIS: SIX CASE STUDIES
1. BELGIUM: BRUSSELS’ ISLAMIC TERROR STATE-WITHIN-A-STATE
Belgium—a patchwork quilt of a nation, created by outside powers during and after the French Revolution
and the Napoleonic Wars—was further decentralized in 1989 with power divided both between three regions
and three linguistic communities. Into this unstable mix, Moroccan immigrants in the 1970s began arriving in
Brussels, the Belgium capital (as well as capital of the EU and NATO) which is French by language, Flemish by
geography, and further divided internally into 19 “communes” or neighborhoods including the overwhelmingly
Muslim Molenbeek.
Beginning in the 1980s, Molenbeek has become gradually more Islamic and radicalized by Wahhabi preachers
and mosques financed from Saudi Arabia. Unintegrated into Belgium’s already deeply-divided society,
Molenbeek’s Muslims have proved prime recruits
for Islamist terrorist movements, culminating in ISIS,
that are as hostile to Israel and Jews as they are to
Christians and to European civilization.
It is also important to note that elements of the
Belgian Right who are not Muslim are also antiSemitic and anti-Israel. The great impact of
Dieudonné—the French comedian who contributed
the inverted Nazi salute, “the Quenelle,” to antiSemitic discourse—has been in French-speaking
areas of Belgium. There, extreme right-wing
Treating victims of the terrorist attack in Brussles, March 2016
politician Laurent Louis declared himself Dieudonné’s
“ambassador to Belgium,” and performed the “Quenelle” on the floor of the country’s House of Representatives
where he asked fellow members to remember how “the Zionists have implemented the Shoah.” He also
trampled on the Israeli flag while carrying Hezbollah’s. According to many observers, the Dieudonné-Louis team
helped create the poisonous atmosphere that was the prelude to the murderous attack on the Jewish Museum
on Brussels in May, 2014.3
ISIS in Europe specifically targets Jews and not just Israeli institutions. And Molenbeek is terror central for
many of these operations. Jews in Brussels are advised not to wear kippot in public, for fear that anti-Semitic
violence would spillover on the streets of the capital from Molenbeek where ISIS flags have flown regularly in
demonstrations.
Islamist terrorism in Belgium did not become an international cause
célèbre until the March, 2016, attack on bombings at Brussels’
Zaventem Airport and the Maelbeek metro station. But arguably,
the first shot in ISIS’ European-wide campaign of terror came in
August, 2014, when a Frenchman resident in Molenbeek shot four
people at the Jewish Museum in Brussels. Bear in mind this was an
attack on a European Jewish—not an Israeli—institution (though
two Museum visitors killed happened to be Israelis). Belgium has
a Jewish population of some 42,000, about half of whom live in the
capital. Jewish community leader Julien Klener said about the motive of the attack: “The assumption . . . is that
it was someone who didn’t try to target the museum but the adjective ‘Jewish’.” The French attacker, Mehdi
Nemmouche, had spent significant time in Syria. He was arrested in France after the Museum attack with
weapons wrapped in an ISIS flag. The Belgian state prosecutor Frédéric van Leeuw emphasized that his attack
was “against Jews and [threatened to] set Belgium on fire.”4
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“The question of Palestine was the decisive element in convincing my son Anis, aged 18, to leave Belgium to fight
with ISIS in the battlefields of Syria,” says Geraldine, a mother of a terrorist from Molenbeek. “With the heavy
police presence in the area, young people often compare the constant identity checks they conduct to living under
occupation in Palestine,” confirms the deputy mayor.
Together with poverty and unemployment, “the blame Israel game” makes for convenient excuses and apologies
by parents for their terrorist offspring. In November, 2015, a rabbi in Antwerp was stabbed in the throat on his way
to deliver a sermon. Unmoved by these attacks, Belgian Israel haters moved ahead to amend the national law to
allow the prosecution of Israeli leaders in Belgian courts for “war crimes.”5
We think of recent Paris attacks on Charlie Hebdo and the Hyper Casher Jewish Market in January, 2015, as well
as the coordinated November, 2015, attacks as “French” when, in fact, they were mostly organized in Brussels
by a combination of Islamic extremists holding either Belgium or French citizenship. French police suspect that
the weapons used in the Paris kosher supermarket attack used by Amedy Coulibaly as well as those used in
the Charlie Hebdo massacre were acquired in Molenbeek. Moreover, the attackers in the November 2015 Paris
bombings were traced to Brussels by way of a parking ticket issued on a rental car in Molenbeek.6
A key recruiter in Brussels was Molenbeek preacher, Khalid Zerkani, tried twice in Belgium, and accused of
recruiting more than 50 young men to join the fight in Syria and helping to finance their journey to the Middle East.
Salah Abdeslam, a prime suspect in the Paris attacks, had documents in his apartment in Molenbeek about the
German nuclear research center Juelich where nuclear waste is stored.7
Popular culture is an important incubator of Muslim anti-Semitism in Belgium. Zakia Belkhiri, 22, became a social
media celebrity, for taking a selfie against the background of an anti-Islam demonstration that was widely shared
as a subtle and humorous way of dealing with a potentially fraught situation. But then it was revealed that she had
tweeted sentiments like, “Hitler didn’t kill all the Jews, he left some. So we know why he was killing them.”8
How did Molenbeek become an Islamic terrorist state-withina-state? According to Teun Voetten, a liberal Belgian who lived
there nine years, “the most important factor is Belgium’s culture
of denial. . . . Observers who point to unpleasant truths such as
the high incidence of crime among Moroccan youth and violent
tendencies in radical Islam are accused of being propagandists of
the extreme-right, and are subsequently ignored and ostracized. . .
.” Two journalists had already reported on the presence of radical
Islamists in Molenbeek and the danger they posed—and both
Belgian soldier guarding a Jewish neighborhood in Antwerp
became victims of character assassination. In 2006, Hind Fraihi, a
young Flemish woman of Moroccan descent published ‘Undercover in Little Morocco: Behind the Closed Doors of
Radical Islam’. Her community called her a traitor; progressive media called her a ‘spy’ and a ‘girl with personal
problems’.”9
Belgian Jews reacted with indignation in 2014 when a café owner in Liege put up a sign saying dogs were
welcome, but Jews were not. That year, Belgium ranked third highest—at 27 percent—in Western European
countries with the highest levels of anti-Semitism. Across Europe, Belgium ranked behind Hungary and France
with the highest numbers of Jews reporting a marked deterioration in Jewish status over the past five years.
According to the FightHatred.com website, the number of Jews leaving Belgium began increasing steadily after
2010.10
Betty Dan, a Belgian Jew who owes her life to a Catholic family who sheltered her during the Holocaust, is
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former president of Belgium’s Zionist organization and helps 200 Belgian Jews a year move to Israel. After the
November, 2015, Paris attacks, she began to consider following them. She plans to take her daughter, Brigitte,
and grandson, Daniel, to join her son in Tel Aviv. “My daughter never, never, never thought to leave. Now, she
says of her little boy, what is his future here? We don’t feel safe.” She covers her Star of David necklace to avoid
attention on the streets, and has removed the mezuzah from her door. Her volume of phone calls requesting
information about making aliyah increased from one to five per week following the Paris attacks. “A few years
ago it was the pensioners going, who wanted the Israeli sun,” she said, “Now it is young people with children
who sell their houses and leave everything. They are scared.”11
Following the November, 2015, Paris attacks, Brussels’ Chief Rabbi Avraham Gigi remarked on Israeli radio that
“Jews are praying at home. Some of them are planning to leave. People realize there is no future for Jews in
Europe.” 12
Belgian government figures recorded 130 reports of anti-Semitic incidents in 2014, a 10-year high and a 50 per
cent increase on the year before. 13
2. THE UK: ANTI-ISRAEL HATRED CAPTURES THE POLITICAL LEFT
The British Left has had a problematic relationship with Israel
since the 1940s when Labour Party Foreign Secretary Ernest
Bevin proved no friend of the emerging Jewish state. However,
under Labour Prime Ministers Harold Wilson and Tony Blair,
respectively in the 1960s and starting in the 1990s, UK-Israeli
relations were better.14
The situation deteriorated under current Labour Party Leader
Jeremy Corbyn. Though Corbyn has called anti-Semitism
Labour Party leader, Jeremy Corbyn
“abhorrent and wrong,” UK journalist Dave Rich has written
about the mindset shared by Corbyn’s most fervent supporters: “The basic idea behind most modern antiSemitism is that Jews must be up to something. Whatever Jews say and do can’t be taken at face value: they
must have some ulterior motive or hidden agenda that needs to be uncovered. So when Jewish donors give
money to political parties, it can’t simply mean that they support that party’s policies, as any non-Jewish donor
would; they must be trying to buy support for Israel. Or when Israel sends rescue teams to countries that have
suffered from natural disasters, it can’t simply be to offer humanitarian aid; it must be to steal human organs
from the victims of those disasters.” 15
The Labour Party has refused to discipline parliamentary member Azfal Khan for tweeting that “the Israeli
government are acting like Nazis in Gaza,” while Corbyn ignored a
letter from Isaac Herzog, head of Israel’s Zionist Union, inviting British
Labourites to visit Yad Vashem. 16
Allegations of anti-Semitism as well as hatred of Israel extend into the
elite recruitment chain for the Labour party’s future leaders, the Oxford
University Labour Club (OULC). The Club’s non-Jewish co-chair, Alex
Chalmers, resigned after the club voted to endorse Israel Apartheid Week.
He explained: “Whether it be members of the Executive throwing around
the term ‘Zio’ (a term for Jews usually confined to websites run by the Ku Klux Klan) with casual abandon,
senior members of the club expressing their ‘solidarity’ with Hamas and explicitly defending their tactics of
indiscriminately murdering civilians, or a former
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Co-Chair claiming that ‘most accusations of anti-Semitism are just the Zionists crying wolf’, a large proportion of
both OULC and the student left in Oxford more generally have some kind of problem with Jews.” 17
Corbyn has referred to Hamas and Hezbollah as “our friends,” causing an editorial in the London’s Jewish
Chronicle to remark that the Labour Party “seems to be a party that attracts anti-Semites like flies to a cesspit.”
Corbyn is also a friend of Holocaust Denier Paul Eisen. 18
Other allegations—including that “Club members condoned the anti-Semitic attacks on synagogues in Paris in
2014 and mocked the Jewish mourners and victims of the 2015 supermarket attack” and also “allegedly referred
to Auschwitz as a ‘cash cow’”—surfaced in a report made by a Labour party body, the release of which Jeremy
Corbyn has suppressed. 19

Prseident of UK’s National Union of Students, Malia Bouattia

Elsewhere in British elite academe, beyond the confines of
Oxford, there was an exhibition praising Arab terrorists at the
London School of Economics late last year and an attack by a
violent mob on an event with former Israeli Labour Party MK Ami
Ayalon at King’s College London. After Ambassador Mark Regev
toured England’s School of Oriental and African Studies (SOAS),
having been invited by the university’s director, Baroness Valarie
Amos, anti-Israel graffiti was discovered scattered about the
school’s campus including “F*ck Regev, Amos and Israel. BDS or
else.” 20

A British Muslim, Malia Bouattia, was recently elected president of the National Union of Students. She has
described Birmingham University as a “Zionist outpost,” giving speeches against the “Zionist-led media.” She
also said boycotts against Israel should come in addition to “Palestinian resistance”—meaning violence. She
refuses to condemn ISIS. 21
Together with France’s banlieux, UK’s Muslim neighborhoods remain a fertile recruitment ground for ISIS fighters
thirsting to annihilate Israel. In a viral video posted in October, 2015, an ISIS militant in army fatigues threatening
to kill Jews across the world—clearly a foreign fighter from the UK—threatens: “We assure you that soon there
will not be a single Jew left on Jerusalem and throughout the country.” He adds that the terror group would
“move to eradicate the disease . . . worldwide,” and that “soon there will not be one Jew left in Jerusalem.” 22
A 2016 poll of British Muslim opinion found that while 6 percent of the British population polled believed Jews
are “responsible for most wars,” more than 25 percent of Muslim respondents held that view. In addition, nearly
40 percent of the Muslims polled said Jews had “too much control over global affairs,” a view held by just 10
percent of the overall British population.23
About the same time this video was released, a brutal attack was launched against a Jewish teen that almost
cost him his life. Moshe Fuerst, 17 years old, was felled by a single punch from an attacker, and was “lucky to be
alive,” according to youth court judge in Manchester.
Joseph Kelly and Zach Birch, two drunken youths, brutally attacked a group of Jewish boys at Bowker Vale
tram station, then Kelly punched Fuerst, and after the boy had dropped to the ground kicked him as he lay there
helpless. Eventually, Moshe got up, vomited and was taken to the hospital, to be later discharged. But the next
day he was rushed to emergency surgery after collapsing at the movies, and remained in a coma for four days.
According to the BBC, one of the attackers asked the Jewish boys, “Are you off to make some money?” an antiEUROPE IN CRISIS:
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Semitic remark that stereotypes Jews as money-hungry. One of the victims said they also spat on his yarmulke.
According to the Manchester Evening News, Moshe spent four days in a coma, having sustained a fractured
skull and a bleeding brain. The court heard a victim impact statement saying he is afraid to leave his house as a
result of the attack. Three other Jewish boys, 18 to 20 years-old, suffered minor injuries. (For graphic detail, see
<http://www.manchestereveningnews.co.uk/news/greater-manchester-news/pictured-bowker-vale-stationattack-10197925>.)24
Kelly, who attends college, pleaded guilty to inflicting grievous bodily harm with intent, assault occasioning
actual bodily harm, and two counts of assault by beating. He was sentenced to youth detention for 18 months.
Birch, a painter and decorator, pleaded guilty to assault causing bodily harm and two counts of assault by
beating. He was sentenced to 12 months.
After this attack, the question was asked in Jewish newspapers: “How much is a Jewish life worth in the UK?”25
Anti-Semitic attacks in the UK rose from 95 in 2013 to 141 in 2014. Then the London Metropolitan Police reported
a 61.5 percent increase in 2015.26
Eleven percent of UK Jews reported that they considered leaving their home country following the January,
2015, Paris attacks. There is every reason to believe that percentage has increased since then, though the
number of actual departures has fluctuated considerably since a high in 2009.27
3. FRANCE: THE POLITICAL FAR RIGHT AND THE SPECTER OF ANTI-SEMITISM
With the defeat of Nazi Germany and its allies, the rise of NATO and later the European Union, Western Europe,
including Germany before and after reunification, for four decades avoided political extremes and was governed
by alternating center-right and center-left party coalitions. The partial exception was Italy where communists
participated in some governments and populist businessman Silvio Berlusconi presided over a right-wing
regime. However, Italian anti-Semitism even under Mussolini had not been as virulent as in Vichy France, and
continued to be less of a threat to Jews subsequently than it is now in most of Western Europe.28
The focus here is on France where an increasingly significant far right-wing party, the National Front, has gotten
stronger in the twenty-first century.
Today with Europe’s largest Jewish population of 500,000, France two centuries ago during the Revolution was
the first European county to emancipate its Jews. French Jews—from the humanitarian Cremieux to the Nobel
Prize Winner in Medicine Francois Jacob to the social scientists Emil Durkheim and Bernard-Henri Lévy to
the painter Camille Pissarro to the composer Georges Bizet, and on and on—have reciprocated by immensely
enriching their nation’s civilization. Not long ago, French Prime Minister Manuel Valls told Jeffrey Goldberg of
The Atlantic, “If 100,000 Jews leave France, France will no longer be France.”
Unfortunately, the twenty-first century trendlines for France are not favorable where the new president of
CRIF (Conseil représentatif des institutions juives de France), Francis Kalifat, has said: “The fight against antiSemitism is our main cause because French Jews are in the most difficult situation they have experience since
World War II.” More and more of Paris suburbs are being transformed—for French Jews—“the lost territories
of the Republic.”29
First, here is a summary of the 15 years leading up to the January 2015 attacks on Charlie Hebdo’s Offices and
the Hyper Cacher Market in Paris: 30
In 2000, when the Second Intifada erupted in Israel, French President Jacques Chirac told the Jewish community
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that: “As soon as you start to diabolize Israel, you put all Jews in the same boat.” A delegation from CRIF
received little understanding or support from Conservative President Chirac or Socialist Prime Minister Jospin.
(Some observers consider that Chirac’s successor as president, Nicholas Sarkozy, was a marked improvement).
Around the time of 9/11 attacks in the U.S., CRIF received an envelope, postmarked Nîmes, which contained
white powder and a message: “the biological war against the Jewish lobby has begun,” signed “friends of Bin
Laden.” After the 9/11 attacks, Réseau (Network) Voltaire—a think tank and publishing house—continued to
market anti-Semitic and anti-American conspiracy theories, including the “thesis” of 9/11 Truthers—highly
popular on both sides of the Atlantic—that Israel and the U.S. government were responsible for 9/11. In Paris,
Revolutionary Communists make common cause with Muslim militants. Between 2001 and 2002, attacks against
Jews increased six-fold. In 2002 in Paris, an Arab gang attacked Jewish children and a senior citizen, and also
stoned a Jewish social service center and synagogue. A drive-by shooting by masked gunmen took place at a
kosher butcher shop in Toulouse. In the “Cronenbourg” neighborhood in Strasbourg, the doors of a synagogue
were burnt on the Sabbath.
In 2003, French far-rightists joined pro-Saddam Muslim street demonstrators shouting “Death to Jews! Death
to Israel!” during the buildup to the Iraq War, and Jean Marie Le Pen kept up his anti-Israel vitriol through the
Lebanon War of 2006. French comedian Dieudonné M’Bala M’bala—the son of a Cameroonian immigrant father
and a French mother from Brittany—began his rise as a television personality exploiting anti-Semitism. He
evolved from the traditional “Heil Hitler” to his patented “Quenelle”—a half like Nazi salute, half a “f*ck you” to
the Establishment.
The year 2006 was pivotal for Hezbollah’s global orchestrated anti-Israel campaign during and after that year’s
Lebanon War. It marked the emergence of the so-called “Gang of the Barbarians”—an ethnically diverse
Muslim youth gang led by a 27-year-old Ivory Coast immigrant who set up a scam to kidnap and rob Jewish
men using young women as bait. The Gang believed “all Jews are rich.” Ilan Halimi, a 23-year-old telephone
salesman, was found naked, tortured, and burned south of Paris after being held for three weeks the Gang
demanding a large ransom.
The year 2008 marked the beginnings of a frenetic search in France as well as the rest of Europe for a familiar
scapegoat on which to blame a global financial meltdown. A Pew poll showed hard-core anti-Semitism in France
at 20 percent, about double that of the U.S. Three policemen were suspended after making Nazi salutes and
shouting anti-Semitic and white supremacist slogans in a local bar in Amiens.
The year 2009 opened with the continuation of Operation Cast Lead, Israel’s two-month defensive incursion into
Gaza. This sparked a frenzied anti-Israel campaign by Hamas and its international allies. Anti-Semitic incidents
in France doubled from 2008 levels. In Lille, a swastika and the
letters “ZOG” were painted on a synagogue. “ZOG” is a common
anti-Semitic acronym for “Zionist Occupied Government.” A
Jewish doctor, 70, was shot twice in the back as he left his
office in the small town of Valenton, south of Paris. A 29-year-old
Jewish man was attacked at a Paris subway station by a gang of
about 20 people who yelled “Palestine will win.”
In 2010 in Metz, a Molotov cocktail was thrown at a Jewish elder
care home. In Paris, five students, ages 14 to 21, were subjected
to anti-Semitic taunts and threats at a subway station in the
Rabbi and Jewish children murdered on the campus of a Jewish
suburb of Brunoy. Two men reportedly insulted them, and yelled
school in Toulouse
“Death to you,” “Jews, we’ll kill you all,” and “Fofana, Fofana” (the
name of the leader of the Gang of Barbarians who tortured and murdered Ilan Halimi in 2006).
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In 2011 in Marseilles, an 11-year-old Jewish girl on her way to a
synagogue was accosted by a teenager who demanded to know
if she was Jewish. The assailant threatened the girl with a knife
and reportedly said, “You are going to a dirty meeting.” Another
teenager rescued the girl, who took refuge inside the synagogue.
Also in Marseilles, three Jewish boys were beaten during a
soccer match by a dozen attackers, who shouted “dirty Jews,
we’re going to f*ck your corpses.”
The year 2012 ended with Israel’s November Operation Pillar
of Defense in Gaza which became the excuse for a new wave
Anti-Semitic French comedian Dieudonne M’bala M’bala
giving the nazi-like salute, the “quenelle”
of French anti-Semitism. Speaking for French traditionalist
Catholics who follow the breakaway sect of Archbishop Marcel
Lefebvre, Father Regis de Cacqueray of the Society of Saint Pius X (SSPX) attacked the Vatican for outreach to
Jews and Judaism: “How is it conceivable that a pope should call upon the representatives of false religions
in their official capacity, to participate in a day of personal prayer? . . . How can anyone entertain the thought
that God will be pleased with the Jews who are faithful to their fathers, who crucified the Son of God and deny
the Triune God?” Four Jews were shot and killed at the Ozar Hatorah Jewish School in Toulouse by an armed
terrorist on a motorcycle, later identified by authorities as Mohammed Merah. Rabbi Jonathan Sandler, 30,
and his two children Aryeh, 6, and Gabriel, 3, were killed as they were entering the school premises. Merah
then entered the school, continuing to shoot at students and faculty, and eventually set his sights on 8-year-old
Miriam Monsonego, the daughter of the school’s principal, whom he chased and gunned down. Merah was
also responsible for the killing of three French soldiers the previous week. In a phone call to a French television
station, Merah stated that he targeted the Jewish school to avenge the killing of children in Gaza. Reports
indicate that Merah traveled to and received training in Pakistan and Afghanistan, even visiting Israel, and
identified with Al Qaeda.
A 2013 poll found that a startling 27 percent of French Muslims younger than 24 support ISIS.
In 2014 in Vaulx-en-Velin, a suburb of Lyon, the socialist Deputy Mayor for Sport, Ahmed Chekhab, 30, was
secretly taped by the manager of a sporting association with whom he was in conflict. The recording ended up
on the Internet: “You do that to me although I’m a Muslim like you?” Chekhab is heard saying. He goes on: “You
prefer Zittoun? You prefer the Jew? That’s what you want, don’t you? That’s what you like! You don’t like it when
people like you are in place and wanna help. You’d rather have the fucking bastard to f*ck you hard! That’s what
you want! You want the Jew to f*ck you!” Chekhab’s Socialist party responded by nominating him as the head of
a commission dedicated to fighting racism and anti-Semitism.
The horrors of 2015: In January, Saïd and Chérif Kouachi—
Parisian-born Muslims of Algerian origin— killed at Charlie
Hebdo’s offices 12 journalists and 2 police officers, one a
Muslim, Ahmed Merabet, who had visited Israel. Amedy
Coulibaly, a Muslim of African origin killed 4 hostages in a kosher
supermarket before being killed by police. The Kouachis claimed
affiliation with Al Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula where they
were influenced by American-born terror mastermind Anwar
al-Awlaki. Coulibaly—who had a map targeting French Jewish
schools in his car—claimed loyalty to ISIS. Comedian Dieudonné
M’Bala M’bala, in a tweet subsequently removed, said: “Tonight,
Young Muslims rioting in Paris neighborhood
as far as I’m concerned, I feel like Charlie Coulibaly.” He faced
criminal charges. President François Hollande stood in front of television cameras and announced that the
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terrorists had “nothing to do with the Muslim religion.”
Coulibay, the ISIS follower who killed four at the Hyper Cacher
Market in Paris, far from choosing his victims at “random,” as
President Obama implied, had a map in his car marking Jewish
schools at targets.
In an interview with Israel’s Channel 10 TV Saturday, Yohan
Cohen, one of the hostages who hid inside a freezer at the kosher
market for five hours during the hostage-taking, said he would
Hyper Cacher
now move his family of four children to Israel. “On Monday I am
going to make Aliyah. . . . “We are not going to wait around here to die.”
Police ordered all shops in a famous Jewish neighborhood in central Paris to close. The Mayor’s Office
announced the closure of shops along the Rosiers street in Paris’ Marais neighborhood, in the heart of the
tourist district and less than a mile away from the offices of the satirical magazine Charlie Hebdo. About 4,700
French troops were to be assigned to protect France’s 717 Jewish schools. Muslim students in several French
schools refused to stand up for a moment of silence for the victims in Paris. One local student remarked, “I’m for
those who killed [the victims],” Le Figaro reported, and a Muslim elementary school student said, “They had it
coming.”
After Prime Minister Manuel Valls uttered positive words about Israel, Roland Dumas, French Foreign Minister
from 1984 to 1986 and from 1988 to 1993, accused Valls of being under “Jewish influence” through his wife.
In France, the far right National Front (NF) had been a force to reckon with since the 1990s, when it led the
anti-immigrant movement under Jean-Marie Le Pen’s battle cry: “I love North Africans but their place is in the
Maghreb.” But the period after the January, 2015, attacks were part of a political “take off” for the NF which
won 25 percent of the vote in France’s 2014 elections, ahead of Nicolas Sarkozy’s conservative UMP party
(with 20 percent) and of François Hollande’s socialist party (with 14 percent). Though the NF lost some political
momentum later in 2015, NF leader Marine Le Pen remained well positioned to run in France’s 2017 presidential
elections. 31
Marine Le Pen assumed the leadership reins in 2011 from her father Jean-Marie Le Pen who founded it in 1972
and in 1987 commented that “ascertaining whether there was such a thing as gas chambers was a diminutive
detail in WW2 history,” a remark which he repeated in 1996 and for which was he convicted of inciting racial
hatred and fined. In 2014, he made a joke about a French Jewish singer and “gas ovens,” and in 2015, the elder
le Pen, who remained titular head of the NF, repeated his trivializing Holocaust as “the truth of history.” He added
praise for NF members who remained “fervent Petainists” loyal to the country’s World War II collaborationist
regime, contrary to the NF platform. He also attacked Manuel Valls, France’s Catalan-born prime minister, who
became a French national at age 20, saying: “Valls has been French for 30 years. I’ve been French for a thousand
years. What are Valls’ real ties to France? Has this immigrant changed dramatically?” 32
Marine Le Pen responded by condemning her father’s “vulgar” remarks as a “scorched earth strategy” that
would cause maximum public outrage and might amount to “political suicide” for the NF. She also threatened to
oppose his candidacy in 2015 for a leadership position in provincial elections. 33
While admirers of Le Pen credited her with “the stuff of Margaret Thatcher” for breaking with her father over
anti-Semitism, others including many French Jews were uncertain of the sincerity and depths of the break. In
2011 she had refused to denounce Marshal Petain, and had continued to live in the same house with her father
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and his second wife. Political jockeying within the Le Pen family between Marine Le Pen and her niece, whose
right-wing political ambitions the elder Le Pen seemingly favored, also was involved.
Aside from the issue of Le Pen family quarrels, observers noted that many hard-core NF members continued
to adhere to anti-Semitic views, and that the NF continued to favor an extremely harsh policy toward French
Muslims, including denial of birthright citizenship and selective expulsions, that French Jewish leaders
considered an ominous precedent for their own future.34
Another extraordinary wrinkle was the enthusiasm of the French New Right, including elements of the Le Pens’
NF, for the “Eurasian ideology” of Vladimir Putin’s intellectual guru, Alexander Dugin, which called for France
and the rest of Europe to reorient from the Transatlantic world to the Russian orbit. French Eurasianists tended to
dislike Israel as well as the U.S., even viewing the latter as a pawn of the former.35
It should also be noted that the French “New Right” represented by Marine Le Pen and the NF inevitably
suffered by association with the long anti-Semitic history of the French Right, including not only their own party.
This contrasts with the situation in the Netherlands, for example, where anti-Islam rightist leader Geert Wilders
has no anti-Semitic history to live down and has an impeccable record of support for Israel, though his party
supports banning kosher butchering.
The French Right is still viewed with suspicion by some French Jews, at the same time that France’s socialist
government causes them dismay by its support for international imposition of a settlement recognizing a
Palestinian state on Israel without prior bilateral negotiations of acceptable peace terms.36
Following the lethal January, 2015, attack on Paris Hyper
Cacher Market, Stephen Pollard, influential editor of
London’s Jewish Chronicle, caused a stir when he cited
French sources and concluded that “Every single French
Jew I know has either left or is actively working out how
to leave.” Critics challenged Pollard, but not in dispute are
statistics showing exponential annual increased in the
number of Jews leaving France—more than doubling from
3,293 in 2013 to 7,086 in 2014 even before the 2015 attacks.
From ISIS video, “Oh Jews We Are Coming”
The estimate for 2015 is 15,000. After the magazine, the
Economist, suggested that Europe was safer for Jews than Israel, Geneva-based activist Hillel Neuer remarked
that he is “deeply concerned that violent anti-Israel riots threaten to turn the West Bank into Paris.”37
ISIS started 2016 with a viral video, entitled “Kill Them Where You Find Them,” with special implications for
Belgium, France, Israel, and Jews everywhere. Abdelhamid Abaaoud, aka Abu Umar al-Baljaki, a Belgian who
attacked a Paris restaurant in November, 2015, spoke in what looked like a home video shot with an ISIS flag
and two guns for a backdrop, and a picture of French President Hollande in the crosshairs. Abaaoud warns in
French “disbelievers who are fighting the Muslims, . . . By Allah, we will make you taste terror, and you will taste
it in your very stronghold. We are already in your lands. We will slaughter you inside your homes. . . . Expect a
mujahid to show up to kill you . . . there is nothing between us and you but the edge of the sword. . . . [We are] the
ones who will liberate Palestine.”
4. THE MORAL COLLAPSE OF SWEDISH SOCIAL DEMOCRACY
The predominately social democratic countries of Scandinavia have
fared relatively well economically, making improvements when
necessary in the anti-business climate and profiting in some cases
from North Sea oil. In the 1970s, one Swedish economist described his
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country as “a market economy without individual
capitalists and entrepreneurs.” Even earlier, President Eisenhower decried Scandinavian welfare states as too
“socialistic.” Now, Democratic presidential Bernie Sanders touts Sweden for the same reasons. 39
The focus here is on Sweden’s social democracy as a twenty-first century case study in failure to maintain
either its social cohesion in the face of Muslim immigration or the moral integrity of its Mideast policy in ways
that specifically threaten its own Jewish community.
Sweden is often criticized for its ambiguous neutrality during World War II when it provided refuge to thousands
of Danish Jews while supplying Nazi Germany with iron ore and ball bearings while allowing the Wehrmacht to
use its railway system to transport soldiers. Yet now, Sweden can no longer be accused of neutrality in what is a
new global war to delegitimize Israel and marginalize Jews everywhere. The entire Swedish political spectrum,
from left to right, has enlisted under the anti-Israel and anti-Jewish banner.40
Leaders of Sweden’s impassioned Muslim minority such as Ahmed Rami,
proprietor of Radio Islam, one of the world’s most virulently anti-Semitic
web sites, once sought to organize an international conclave of antiSemitic leaders. He has supported vicious anti-Israel campaigns dating
back before the Second Intifada announced by Yassir Arafat in 2000.41
In 2005, a U.S. State Department report documented that anti-Semitic
incidents against Sweden’s tiny Jewish community spiked to over 100 a year
after 2000, including attacks on Jewish shopkeepers and members of the Jewish Burial Society in Malmö, arson
and vandalism of a Jewish cemetery, and a swastika painted near the Jewish community building in Gothenburg.
Three Arab men disrupted the Rosh Hashanah serve shouting “I’ll kill you, Zionists!” at the Great Synagogue
in Stockholm where a pro-Israel street demonstration was violently disrupted by counterdemonstrators and
members of Hizb ut-Tahrir who handed out leaflets near a mosque that urged the liquidation of Jews in Palestine.
A 2006 poll showed 30 percent of all Swedes harbored moderate to strong anti-Semitic attitudes.42
Swedish Foreign Minister, Margot Wallström

At that time, Ilmar Reepalu, the Swedish Social Democratic mayor of Malmö,
charged that the extreme-right Swedish Democratic Party had infiltrated Malmö
Jewish community to spread hatred of Muslims. This caused Lena Posner
Körösi, chairwoman of the Sweden’s Central Jewish Council, to characterize
Reepalu as an “anti-Semite” because of his history of hatred towards Jews.43
Also in 2010, a group of Swedish Muslims in Malmö shouted “Sieg Heil”
and “Hitler, Hitler” and threw rocks at a small group of Jews peacefully
demonstrating in support of Israel. Reepalu said that Sweden’s Jews were
Former Malmö mayor, Ilmar Reepalu
largely culpable for the violence inflicted on them because they didn’t “distance”
themselves from Israel during the Gaza war. In 2009, the Malmö City Council
voted 5 to 4 hold the scheduled Davis Cup Match between Israel and Sweden behind closed doors in response
to a campaign by the “Stop the Match” coalition which prevailed on the Council’s Socialist-Left majority to
quarantine Israelis and Jews behind a police cordon sanitaire. The spectacle of Israeli athletes forced to
perform under what amounts to apartheid conditions and Jewish fans being barred from attending events to root
for them recalled nothing so much as the 1936 Berlin Olympics—except that Hitler’s athletic PR machine was
more subtle in discriminating against Jews.44
All this led the Simon Wiesenthal Center to slap a travel advisory on Malmö that is still in effect. Malmö,
Sweden’s third largest city with only 700 Jews but a Muslim population of around 300,000.
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“Kippah Walk” to protest anti-Semitism in Malmö, Sweden

Senior Center officials travelled there to meet Reepalu
and his police chief face-to-face in a vain effort to gain
the beleaguered local Chabad rabbi and Jewish citizens
equal protection under the law. Reepalu and associates
were unmoved and anti-Semitism in the city continues to
go unpunished. Even after the mayor resigned not much
changed. A local newspaper, Sydsvenskan revealed that
the City of Malmö had refused to report an employee to the
police for anti-Semitic hate crimes. Even though the City had
him fired, it refused to launch a complaint or to reveal his
identity. Belatedly, Sweden’s Integration Minister rejected
Reepalu’s anti-Semitism.45

One positive development was the so-called kippah walks, starting in Malmö in 2011 and continuing since
then. In May, the president of Swedish Committee against Anti-Semitism, Willy Silberstein, and journalist Sofia
Nerbrand arranged a kippah walk in Malmö. It was a protest against anti-Semitism in the city and some 300
people, mostly non-Jews, participated. The kippah walk took place during the week the Eurovision Song Contest
was held in the city. The police did not allow the kippah walk’s regular route, since the Swedish Palestine
Network was demonstrating against the Israeli participation in ESC along that route.46
Recently when the Holy Land experienced the new “Knife Intifada,” incited by Palestinian President Mahmoud
Abbas who falsely accused Jews with “dirty feet” of conspiring to take over the Temple Mount, sacred to
Muslims but even more sacred to Judaism, Malmö remained silent to these bloody anti-Semitic outrages except
to murmur anew against Jews and Israelis. About 40 percent of Swedish Muslims are identified in one poll as
“systematic anti-Semites.”47
Scandinavian Airlines reacted by ending flights to Israel, allegedly for “safety reasons.” Of course, this was a
canard.
Recently, a teenage Swedish girl being held by Islamic State militants in Iraq was rescued in a raid by Kurdish
special forces. She had traveled to Syria and then crossed the border into Iraq, where she was rescued near
the Islamic State stronghold of Mosul. She had been misled into making the journey to Syria by an Islamic State
member in Sweden. Unfortunately, similar brainwashing is going on every day in her native land. 48
About the same time of the Swedish girl’s recapture from ISIS, SEB bank, executor of the estate of Holocaust
hero Raoul Wallenberg, asked country’s tax authority to declare Wallenberg, who would be 104 years old, legally
dead. No doubt he is dead—and spinning in his grave over the attitude and actions of Sweden’s government
both internally toward Jews and externally in its relations with the Jewish State, where so many of the
thousands of Holocaust survivors he saved found safe haven and rebuilt their lives. 49
As early as 1986, the Wiesenthal Center submitted a list of 12 Latvian and Estonian war criminals living Sweden
to the Swedish Ambassador in Washington. Despite an acknowledgment from then-prime minister Carlsson,
the Swedish government in the three decades since has displayed a dismissive attitude, prosecuting no Baltic
war criminals and allowing some to flee escape the country. It should be added that Prime Minister Goran
Persson, in a move to counter rising Neo-Nazi influence in Sweden, did promote the Living History Project to
better educate Swedes about the Holocaust and established the International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance
(IHRA). Here are some other examples of the downward spiral since 2015.50
As the UN cloaked itself in the solemn cloak of Holocaust Remembrance in January, 2016, and with mobs of
young Muslim immigrant men practicing the Arabic assault game, taharrush, on defenseless European women
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not only in Cologne but across Europe including Sweden, Social Democratic Foreign Minister, Margot Wallström,
was still “blaming the victim” for terrorism against Israelis as well as Europe’s Jews. On the floor of the Swedish
Parliament, she ignored the wanton assaults and murders committed during the Palestinian “Knife Intifada,” and
instead called for the UN to make “a thorough, credible investigation into these Palestinian deaths [at the hands
of the IDF] in order to clarify and bring about possible accountability.” 51
Wallström made similar accusations of “extrajudicial executions” and “disproportionate” use of force in the
Swedish Parliament a month earlier that led to a call from Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu to his Swedish
counterpart Stefan Löfven to protest her words. Following the Paris attacks of November, 2015, she made
comments to Swedish television linking those attacks to Israel’s conflict with the Palestinians. 52
Ties between Sweden and Israel nose-dived after Sweden announced its recognition of a Palestinian state
shortly after the Center-Left Social Democrats won general elections in 2014. But the problems between
Swedish political elites and not only Israel but the country’s Jewish population are much more deeply rooted.
Sweden long held Israel collectively responsible for the death of UN Envoy, Count Folke Bernadette,
assassinated in Jerusalem in 1948. In the 1980s, Swedish Prime Minister Olof Palme supported the PLO with the
same fervor he had earlier supported the Communist Viet Cong. His successors tried to broker Israel-Palestinian
peace talks, but saw Norway steal from them the honors for hosting 1993’s Oslo Talks. 53
According to former Israeli Ambassador to Sweden Gideon Ben Ami—who has much positive to say about
Sweden—its Social Democratic Party elite has come to view reflexive support for the Palestinians against Israel
as part of its core identity. In Sweden, the previously shunned right-wing Swedish Democratic Party became
securely positioned as the third largest party in the polls with some 10 percent of the voters’ support. It joined a
right-wing coalition government. The panicked left-wing Social Democrats seemed to conclude that heightened
anti-Israel rhetoric would somehow benefit them in their competition with the right-wing Swedish Democrats.
Some also speculate that many left-wing Swedes resent Israel for making multiculturalism work better among
its diverse people than Sweden has been able to do since it began accepting the highest per capita number of
Muslim refugees of any country in Europe. Possibly, embarrassing headlines about Swedish authorities, under
intense political pressure, preparing to send back 60,000 to 80,000 asylum seekers led the Swedish Foreign
Ministry to try to change the subject to Israel’s “crimes” against Palestinian terrorists. 54
Starting in 1975, the Swedish Parliament unanimously voted to move Sweden in the direction of becoming a
multicultural nation. The goal may have been admirable, but the implementation has not. Sweden’s population,
thanks mostly to immigration, has increased almost 20 percent in forty years, but violent crime is up 300
percent and rapes by almost 1500 percent, resulting in international headlines about “Sweden as Rape Capital
of the West.” Though it’s impossible to get a precise estimate on the responsibility of young immigrant males
from North Africa and the Middle East, partly because the government and media choose to describe even
perpetrators who lack Swedish citizenship as “Swedish men,” the anecdotal evidence points to a very large
role. When a Swedish politician, himself a Social Democratic, had the temerity to urge the media to report
honestly on the refugee crime problem, he was prosecuted for “denigrating an ethnic group.” Belatedly, the
Swedish media have begun to carry stories about refugee centers for unaccompanied youngsters turning into
crime ridden dens where staff are at risk of their lives—a twenty-two year-old social worker, ironically herself
of Lebanese origin, was recently killed. Remarkably, the courts have been extraordinarily lenient, often giving
suspended sentences to groups of young men, sometimes numbering as many as eight, who pled that their
victims consented to gang rape. 55
Swedish newspapers are responsible for legitimizing a twenty-first century blood libel that Israel murders
Palestinians to harvest their body parts. 56
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As far back as 2000, the European Monitoring Center on Racism and Xenophobia estimated that Sweden
had the highest level of racist and extreme right wing activity of any EU country except for Germany. In lieu
of a strong law-and-order crackdown, native-born gangs of soccer hooligans and bikers have violently and
sometimes indiscriminately attacked recent refugees. The police have responded with “hate crime” arrests and
prosecutions, unlike the almost complete indifference of the authorities to anti-Semitic vandalism and violence,
especially when committed by Muslim immigrants. A Danish Jewish actor, who starred in a popular Swedish
television crime drama set in Malmö, has recently refused any longer to act in the country, partly because—as a
Jew—he feels unsafe in Sweden. 57
Without a minimum of candor and action against anti-Jewish, anti-Israel words and actions from Scandinavia’s
model social Democratic state—one which has a laws against Holocaust Denial and defaming minorities—but
doesn’t enforce them when the offenses are against Jews, it is difficult to see any future for a flourishing Jewish
community in Sweden. 57
5. GERMANY: WILL THE CENTER HOLD?
Levels of hostility toward Jews and Israel among Germans
have fluctuated quite a bit over the course of post-World War
II decades, as has the degree of hostility toward migrants,
refugees, and the foreign born. The two phenomena are related,
but don’t always move in lockstep. 58

SWC associate dean Rabbi Abraham Cooper (L) and Dr. Shimon
Samuels, International Relations Director with German Justice
Minister Heiko Maas

The generational transition from Germans who lived under
the Nazi regime to younger Germans educated in postwar deNazification and Holocaust education programs apparently had
a salutary effect. Yet the polls give continuing reason for caution
and concern.

A few years ago, a poll released by Stern magazine shows that most young Germans are vaguely aware
that Auschwitz was “a concentration camp,” but that 21 percent of those 18 to 29 years old do not know that
Auschwitz was a death camp and nearly a third are unaware that it’s located in Poland. A second poll, done
by independent experts for the German Parliament, classified a fifth of all Germans as anti-Semitic. The Report
noted the nexus between the Islamic Center in Hamburg (IZH), sponsored by Iran’s Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, and
epidemic “extremist thinking” against Jews and Israel among German’s Muslim population. But “according to a
2003 poll by the European Commission, 65 percent of Germans saw Israel as the “biggest threat on a worldwide
scale.” 59
A 2012 ADL poll on European anti-Semitism, 21 percent of Germans respond “probably true” to three of four
statements reflecting hard-core anti-Jewish prejudice. Slightly over half of respondents believe that German
Jews are probably more loyal to Israel than to their own country. Over a fifth believe Jews have too much power
in the business world and international financial markets. Over two fifths, that Jews still talk too much about the
Holocaust.60
In 2011, leftist radio talk show host Ken Jebsen was fired by Berlin’s publicly-funded station RBB for declaring in
an e-mail that “I know who invented the Holocaust as PR.” He also said that there should be a Yad Vashem “in
Palestine” to “commemorate the Palestinian victims who were murdered through Israel’s occupation,” and that
the 9/11 attacks were a “terror-lie.” The Jebsen affair roughly coincided with the annual celebration in Berlin of
Iranian-inspired al-Quds Day, globally demanding that Israel be “wiped from the map.” The Neo-Nazi German
People’s Party urged its followers to join the Berlin al-Quds march, which also won the support of Jürgen
Elsässer, a prominent leftist. 61
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Like the old Nazism, the new extreme right is Pan-German. In Vienna, right-wing student fraternities chose the
same day to hold their annual ball. Critics condemned it “dancing on the graves” of the Holocaust’s victims.
But Austria’s leading far-right politician and possible future chancellor (his party recently almost won the
presidency), Heinz-Christian Strache, complained instead about the anti-fascist demonstrators who picketed
the ball. “We are the new Jews,” Strache was overheard to say about his fellow right wing activists, while the
anti-fascists according to Strache “were like the Reichskristallnacht” or Night of Broken Glass, Nazi thugs
responsible for violent anti-Jewish pogroms in November, 1938.
German and Austrian observers of the convergence of burgeoning right-wing and left-wing anti-Jewish, antiIsrael extremism have now coined a term for it: Querfront or “crossover” anti-Semitism. However, it’s not only
secular right- and left-wing; it’s Islamic. 62
Following the initial euphoria over 1989’s Fall of the Berlin Wall and German Unification, the 1990s showed
evidence of an uptick not only in anti-Semitic attitudes but acts. Most anti-Jewish attacks targeted cemeteries
and memorials, though in 1994 the first attack since Nazi times on a synagogue occurred in the Northern port
city of Luebeck, where thousands protested the firebombing by skinheads. 63
Violence against economic migrants, asylum seekers, and foreign visitors was much more prevalent, though
the focus in these years was mostly recent arrivals from Eastern Europe. Turkish economic migrants arrived
in Germany in waves in the 1960s and 1980s, helping fuel a political backlash the culminated in the passage of
more restrictive immigration legislation in Germany in 1993. However, the major influx from North Africa and the
Middle East did not begin until the twenty-first century. Anti-migrant violence has been on the increase since
around the year 2000 when a right-wing terror cell in the East German city of Zwickau began a killing spree
against foreigners that lasted a decade. 64
But something profoundly changed in Germany with the terrible
New Year’s Eve 2016 assaults by mobs estimated at 1,000
predominately Muslim men of Middle Eastern and North African
origin on as many as 100 German women. It is necessary to
recognize that Cologne was not an isolated incident. Similar
sexual assaults occurred, not only across Germany, but from
Switzerland to Sweden. We can also now see that the outrage
was the result of an underlying triple whammy—government
blindness to the problem of Muslim integration, police failure to
Chancellor of Germany Angela Merkel
act, and media-government collusion in an attempted cover-up—
that had manifested before, during, and after the New Year’s Eve sexual assaults.
Chancellor Angela Merkel, a pious minister’s daughter sought to welcome over a million Syrian refugees—no
questions asked—out of humanitarian concern with a touch of economic calculation of the benefits of a new
stream of immigrant workers. Merkel acted nationally, but the local authorities were left to handle the firestorm
that resulted from Merkel’s miscalculation. Her well-meaning laissez fair policy of admitting a million refugees in
a single year without any screening measures or serious attempts to reeducate them in western sexual etiquette
has proven a failure. 65
Chancellor Merkel has seen her popularity ratings slump to a four-year low. Her normally reserved Interior
Minister Thomas de Maiziere lashed out amid warnings from police that violent clashes at asylum centers risked
spiraling out of control. “They go on strike because they don’t like the accommodation and they cause trouble
because they don’t like the food. They beat each other,” de Maiziere told public broadcaster ZDF. 66
Merkel’s desperate attempts to internationalize her problem of refugee resettlement or to convince Turkey’s
President Erdogan to reduce the influx appear to have a very limited chance of success. German laws, including
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a ban on returning to Syria any of some 70,000 unaccompanied minors who have arrived in Germany, also have
stymied her efforts. 67
Cologne new Mayor Henriette Reker—who proudly stood up to anti-immigrant thugs during her election
campaign—then, rather than acknowledge that there was a real problem with unassimilated Muslim males,
made the inexcusable error of “blaming the victim” by advising the victims of the 12/31 attacks to “protect
themselves” in future by “showing more modesty.” Her Police Chief was forced to resign by trying to suppress
police action and media coverage of mobs of sexual abusers, one of whom declared: “I am Syrian. You have to
treat me kindly. Mrs. Merkel invited me.” 68
The German Right has exploded as a political force to be reckoned with in ways not since this the decline of the
Weimar Republic. Pegida—an acronym for Patriotische Europaer gegen die Islamisierung des Abendlandes
(Patriotic Europeans Against the Islamization of the West)—transformed itself into a mass movement of antirefugee, anti-immigrant militants. A woman at a Leipzig rally expressed the sentiments of many others when
she said: “I’m a German. I don’t want my daughter to end up wearing a burka.” In early 2015, Pegida leader,
Lutz Bachmann resigned after the surfacing of disparaging anti-refugee comments and a photo showing him
apparently posing as Hitler emerged. Bachmann apologized for Facebook comments he made in which he
reportedly called refugees “animals” and “scumbags.” He did not explain the picture of him with Hitler-style hair
and moustache. He is currently being tried for a hate speech offense. 69
Another anti-Islamization party, AfD or the Alternative for Germany, started as pretty much an armchair band of
Euroskeptics. In 2014, leadership was seized by Frauke Petry who combined calls to ban minarets from Germany
with support for outlawing circumcision. She also favors shooting illegal immigrants at the border. 70
Above all, Germany cannot afford to rest on its laurels and treat its post-World War II de-Nazification campaign
as a closed chapter. In today’s Germany, real or feigned ignorance of “The Final Solution” and virulent hostility
towards Jews and Israel are not only twins but are kissing cousins of Holocaust Denial. Education about the
Holocaust and its linkages with contemporary Denial, anti-Semitism, and unreasoning hatred of Israel needs to
be intensified and expanded. In the midst of current anti-refugee backlash, such educational initiatives need
to target all Germans—including particularly young Germans of Muslim faith and Turkish, Iranian, or Arab
extraction.
Regarding contemporary German anti-Semitism, a contrast as well as comparison with anti-Muslim bigotry must
be made. Of course, all forms of prejudice are despicable, but there is this difference. Though the small Jewish
population of Germany is growing (an exception in today’s Europe), thanks in part to the immigration of Jews
from Eastern Europe especially to Berlin, Germany’s Jews remain well-integrated in German society without
the economic and cultural friction points that are behind much of conflict between the Muslim minority and the
rest of German society. Yet anti-Semitism is definitely on the rise despite the lack of the kind of explanations that
account for anti-Muslim attitudes. Clearly, the unique history and ideological dynamics of German anti-Semitism
are at work. Attempts by politically correct German academic and media elites to blur the differences between
German anti-Semitism and German “Islamophobia” and—worse—to downplay the significance of differences
between German anti-Semitism compared to German “Islamophobia” are mistaken and dangerous. 71
In 2013, the German Bundestag signaled the government’s recognition of anti-Semitism by approving a resolution
vowing to combat it and support Jewish life in Germany. Subsequently, Chancellor Merkel reaffirmed this
commitment in a speech at Berlin’s Jewish Museum. Yet there has been a lamentable reluctance to talk candidly
to Germany’s growing Muslim minority about the imperative need that their join the national consensus against
anti-Semitism. 72
In 2014, a protest against Israel’s Operation Protective Edge turned violent in Frankfurt, with protesters hurling
stones at police and another protester used a police megaphone to shout “child murderer Israel” and “Allahu
Akhbar”.
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According to the German daily Frankfurter Rundschau, nearly 2,000 people
attended the pro-Gaza protest, with several Islamists and local neo-Nazi
groups there. No one was arrested there or at a similar demonstration in
Berlin. Frankfurt Jews quit an interfaith council over its failure to condemn
extreme anti-Israel statements by Muslim imams. 73

Bremen’s Pastor Volker Keller

Yonatan Shai, wearing a yarmulke, has visited a section of what was
formerly the former Nazi Tempelhof Airport that temporarily houses 2,000
Syrian and Iraqi refugees. In the paper Dei Welt, he reported walls covered
with swastikas and anti-Semitic graffiti in Arabic and maps of Israel redrawn
in the colors of the Palestinian flag, while some residents muttered antiSemitic imprecations. 74

In the Ruhr city of Wuppertal, the 2,000-strong Jewish community was
outraged when a court gave only a probationary sentence to three Palestinians who threw gasoline bomb at
the local synagogue in 2014. The three said they were protesting the war in Gaza. An appeal resulted in stiffer
sentences but did not acknowledge that anti-Semitism was involved, said Leonid Goldberg, a leader of the
Jewish community in Wuppertal. “It is nothing less than an invitation to all others to behave the same,” he also
said. The Palestinians were not recent immigrants to Germany. 75
Yet Salomon Korn, the head of Frankfurt’s Jewish community, in a public discussion of how to deal with
new arrivals from the Middle East, warned: “we must operate on the assumption that they have a different
relationship to Jews than the Muslims who have lived here to date.” The president of the Central Council of
Jews in Germany alluded to these concerns in an interview with the Juedische Allgemeine, Germany’s biggest
Jewish publication. He expressed fear that Muslims settling in Germany may transfer their resentments to Jews
already living there. “Many Syrians and immigrants of Arab descent have grown up in an environment in which
hostility toward Israel and anti-Semitism are . . . common.” 76
The Central Conference of German Jews has 105,000 members. There are 4 million Muslims in Germany. German
Jews share concerns about Islamic State fighters disguised as refugees. Oskar Deutsch spoke for many German
as well as Austrian Jews when he voiced concern that: “We have pasted over the ‘Je suis Charlie’-posters
against the anti-Semitic terrorism in the Jewish Parisian supermarket with ‘Welcome refugee’ signs.” 77
Jews who worried even before the tide of migrants that anti-Jewish sentiment was again becoming acceptable
now have the additional fear that the new refugee influx has the spillover effect of further heightening antiJewish prejudice among both Muslim and non-Muslim Germans.
In 2015, Israeli General Consul Dan Shaham implored Munich Mayor Dieter Reiter to rescind the official goahead for the BDS Movement to use a taxpayer-funded city building, for an anti-Israel boycott under the
smokescreen of a “cultural program.” Mayor Reiter refused. Charlotte Knobloch, the Holocaust survivor who
the Munich Jewish community, warned that: “The Boycott, Divestment, and Sanctions Movement disguises the
socially unacceptable ‘Don’t buy from Jews!’ as a modernized form of Nazi jargon by demanding ‘Don’t buy from
the Jewish State’.” She charged that the Munich event is part of “a continued effort to defame, delegitimize,
ostracize Israel under the cloak of allegedly legitimate criticism” and launching pad for “a comprehensive
boycott against Israel . . . aimed at hurting economics, science, culture and all areas of life.” 78
The most recent outrage comes from Bremen, which has become a hub for the extremist BDS Movement.
Bremen’s Evangelical Church refused to take action against Pastor Volker Keller, even after he declared himself
an “anti-Semite.” Bremen Chief Rabbi Netanel Teitelbaum led a protest against Keller, whose NGO, NordBremer Citizens Against War demonstrates in front of stores calling for Germans to not buy products from Israel.
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Stunningly, Keller continued to serve on Bremen’s Council for Migrant Absorption whose focus is supposed to be
“mainstreaming” newcomers from Muslim-majority societies. (Under pressure Keller finally resigned his post on
May 26.) 79
Jews throughout Germany and worldwide are especially appalled by the effrontery that the Munich event would
be scheduled around that the anniversary of Kristallnacht Kristallnacht—the night of Nov. 9-10, 1938, when
German synagogues were torched, 91Jews were murdered, and thousands of Jews were sent to concentration
camps—is commemorated. country-wide 1938 Nazi pogroms that torched German synagogues, attacked and
sent thousands of Jews to concentration camps are commemorated.
Daniel Goldhagen in his book, The Devil That Never Dies: The Rise and Threat of Global Antisemitism (2013),
highlights the role of German extremists in achieving the fusion of old-style anti-Semitism(s) with more recent
Israel hatred to “a new anti-Semitism” lethally potent in Europe as well as the Arab and Muslim world. 80
In 2013, six neo-Nazis, and accomplices, were arrested for planning bomb attacks to overthrow the German
political system. The international plot was named “Werewolf,” in memory of the Nazi “Werewolf” plan,
a commando force to launch attacks behind enemy lines. Holocaust memorials, Jewish cemeteries and
synagogues continued to be desecrated and vandalized all over Germany. Rabbi Menachem Mendel Gurewitz
was attacked in the KOMM shopping center, Offenbach, by a group of young men who pushed him as they yelled
“sh*tty Jew.” In a comment published on the German website ‘Hagalil.com’ in which he describes the incident,
Gurewitz says that verbal anti-Semitic insults directed at him and his sons were an everyday phenomenon in
Offenbach. 81
The publication of two anti-Semitic cartoons in mainstream papers caused a wave of criticism and a debate on
the use of anti-Semitic stereotypes in caricatures. The German daily Stuttgarter Zeitung published a caricature
by “Luff” (Rolf Henn) of Israel’s Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu, showing him poisoning the “dove of the
Middle East peace”. The caricature prompted many protests by those who considered it to represent an antiSemitic stereotype. The caption of the caricature was a famous line of Jewish-Austrian-American satirist Georg
Kreisler’s song “Taubenvergiften im Park” (Poisoning Pigeons in the Park). 82
On February 21, 2014, the German newspaper Süddeutsche Zeitung (SZ) published a caricature (pictured) of
Facebook co-founder Mark Zuckerberg showing him as an
octopus with a big hooked nose trying to control the Internet. The
drawing was sharply criticized, inter alia by the Simon Wiesenthal
Centre (SWC) in Jerusalem. 83
Germans take comfort in the progress made by the “New”
Germany. Committed to “vigilant democracy,” the Constitution
of the German Federal Republic (Arts. 9/2 and 21/2) authorizes
banning antidemocratic movements, and the German Penal
Code (Article 130/1) prohibits “inciting hatred against certain groups of the population.” The German police are
international leaders in monitoring Neo-Nazi groups and ferreting out their anti-Semitic acts. Equally important,
German political culture has been transformed since World War II by education in the schools and media about
the Hitler era’s genocidal crimes. German public opinion—across party lines—is solidly against hate speech and
hate crimes particularly against Jews. Hence, a decade ago at the EU’s Brussels Seminar Against Antisemitism,
German Foreign Minister Joshka Fischer told the world on behalf of his nation that: “We must never have a
situation where an anti-Semite can threaten Jews without the majority standing up and protesting.” Yet two
German historians more than a decade ago wrote: “We are not yet finished with
Hitler.” Without renewed political and educational initiatives against hate, Germany will not only have unfinished
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business with Hitler: Hitler may not be finished with Germany. 84
6. THE REST OF EUROPE: HOW HUNGARY SIMMERS WITH OLD AND NEW HATREDS
Eastern and Southern Europe are not immune to the multiple crises
affecting the western half of the continent in ways potentially
adverse to the Jewish community. Poland’s Law and Justice Party,
a hardline Euro-Skeptic party with an intolerant domestic platform
that makes Jews uncomfortable, has triumphed in Parliamentary
elections, while a Polish man (subsequently indicted) burned an
effigy of an Orthodox Jew to protest alleged Jewish responsibility
for the threat of Muslim immigration into Poland. In Croatia, the
government is busy historically rehabilitating the fascist World
War II Ustashi which gave Europe Jasenovac, “the Auschwitz of
Jobbik Party Leader Gabor Vona
the Balkans.” And in the Russian Federation, there is a growing
anti-Semitic grassroots that thrives with or without the support of
the Putin regime. Facing self-contradictory accusations, Russian Jews are blamed both for creating the Soviet
Union and for causing its downfall. 85
Our focus here will be on Hungary as an example of many of troubling trends beyond Western Europe. The
Wiesenthal Center has also been at the forefront in combatting increasing Hungarian anti-Semitism:
• In March 2014, Wiesenthal Center representatives met with the Hungarian Ambassador in Washington
to urge Hungary’s government not to try and “intimidate” Jewish community. 86
• In July 2014, Center representatives again met with Hungarian
Ambassador in Washington to protest the nomination of anti-Semitic
writer, Peter Szentmihalyi Szabo, as Hungary’s ambassador to Italy. The
Center was among the first organizations informed that the nomination
had been dropped. 87
• In August 2014, Rabbi Abraham Cooper and Mark Weitzman
jointly authored an opinion piece on “Democracy’s Dangerous Descent
in Hungary,” in the Washington Times. 88
• In February 2015, the Center protested programs at the Hungarian House in New York glorifying
Hungarian anti-Semitic writer Albert Wass.89
• In December 2015, Center representatives, together with U.S. Special Envoy on Anti-Semitism Ira
Forman and a Hungarian NGO, convened and organized conference in Budapest against a proposed statue to
Balint Homan, a Hungarian politician who aided and abetted Nazi genocide in Hungary. Plans for the statue were
ultimately dropped. 90
• In February 2016, the Center  issued a strong protest when Mayor of Szekesfehervar did not stop a
march by neo-Nazi and SS veterans.91
Since 2013, Hungary has veered increasingly to the right at the same time that the country has experienced
increasingly heated debates over historical memory that are also fraught with undertones of as well as outright
anti-Semitism. Hungary’s anti-Semitic past is being “whitewashed,” with the World War II Horthy regime
acquitted of responsibility for collaborating with the Nazis in the destruction of the country’s Jewry. In the words
of Hungarian Rabbi Schlomo Koves, Jews can now feel anti-Semitism in the streets, although physical attacks
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on Jews are rare.92
The anti-Semitic, anti-Roma outbursts of the right-wing extremist party,
Jobbik, and the continuing flourishing of anti-Semitism and Holocaust
denial in extremist websites, have become a standard feature of
contemporary Hungary. Extremist sites, such as Kuruc.info—which
uses a US-based server—employ Holocaust Denial material, including
a cynical reference to a list of children found alive with the liberation
of Auschwitz by the Red Army in January, 1945, allegedly showing that
strangely the Nazis “have forgotten to gas them.” Jobbik does not try to
hide its true face. 93
Nicholas Dean, US Special Envoy for Holocaust Issues,
Mark Weitzman, SWC Director of Government Affairs,
US Ambassador to Hungary Colleen Bell and Ira
Forman, US Special Envoy on Antisemitism have
worked to counter efforts to whitewash Hungary’s
WW II history.

During an anti-Israeli demonstration in front of the Israeli Embassy in
November, 2012, the party leader, Gabor Vona, said that “Israel operates
the world’s largest concentration camp.” It should not then come as a
surprise that the party expanded its ties with Iran, and that the Iranian
delegation was hosted by Jobbik, clearly illustrating an alliance of like-minded anti-Semites. The ruling Fidesz
party did little to combat Jobbik’s excesses.94

Mihaly Zoltan Orosz, extremist right-wing mayor of Erpatak held a mock-execution in which effigies of the
Prime Minister and former Israeli President Shimon Peres were hanged,
in what he claimed was a protest against the war in Gaza. Orosz told
reporters that the “Jewish terror state” is trying to obliterate the
Palestinians and added that he opposed “the efforts of Freemasons and
Jews to rule the world.” An online video of Saturday’s event showed
an executioner with a black hood over his face kicking chairs out from
under the puppets of Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu and
former President Shimon Peres, each tied to a gallows. Flanked by flagbearing youths, he held an Israeli-like flag, where the Star of David has
Fidesz Party co-founder Zsolt Bayer
been replaced with the Freemason symbol. 95
The president of the European Jewish Congress identified Hungary as “experiencing the most worrying racist
and anti-Semitic trends in Europe.” At a major conference on “Jewish Life and Anti-Semitism in Contemporary
Europe” organized by the Tom Lantos Institute that took place in the Hungarian Parliament, with the participation
of Israel’s Minister of Finance, Yair Lapid, leading Hungarian politicians, such as Deputy Prime Minister, Tibor
Navracsics and Foreign Minister, Janos Martonyi, reiterated Hungary’s responsibility for the Holocaust of
Hungary’s Jewry, and the determination of the government to combat anti-Semitism. At the plenary assembly
of the World Jewish Congress in Budapest, while Prime Minister Viktor Orban strongly condemned all
manifestations of anti-Semitism, WJC President Ron Lauder criticized the government for ignoring the ultranationalist Jobbik. 96
The rehabilitation of such anti-Semitic writers, and intellectuals, such as Cecile Tormay, Jozsef Nyiro, and Albert
Wass has caused public outrage and reaction against attempts to include such “iconic” figures in the school
curriculums, naming of streets after them by local authorities, and erecting busts and memorial sites. 97
Relations were strained between the Hungarian government and the major Jewish organization in Hungary,
MAZSIHISZ, and between world Jewish organizations abroad. The tensions reached a new high with the
decision of MAZSIHISZ to boycott government organized and supported Holocaust commemoration events and
activities, a step supported also by Jewish organizations abroad. As Rabbi Andrew Baker, the American Jewish
Committee’s Director of International Affairs said in a statement “the efforts of the Hungarian government
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to rewrite history are absolutely traumatic.” Likewise, the
leading historian of the Holocaust in Hungary, and Holocaust
survivor, Randolph L. Braham, returned a high state award
to Hungary in protest to the rewriting of history in Hungary in
January, 2014. The Jewish community’s Action and Protection
Foundation (TEV) vigilantly tracked anti-Semitic incidents. 98

Far-right Hungarian mayor, Mihaly Zoltan Orosz, hanging effigy of
Israeli PM, Netanyahu during the war in Gaza

from 2010 when the Fidesz Party came to power. 99

According to the ADL, 41 percent of Hungarians harbor antiSemitic views, rivaling Spain for the highest levels in Europe.
Neo-Nazi Jobbik received 21 percent of the vote in 2014’s
parliamentary elections. In 2015, the respected Hungarian
polling organization, Medián, published the results of a poll
showing a combined total of “strong” and “moderate” antiSemites in Hungary at 32 percent. There was a sharp increase

In April 2016, Israeli Ambassador to Hungary Ilan Mor wrote Peter Petan, editor-in-chief of Magyar Hirlap,
about articles by Zsolt Bayer, a co-founder of Fidesz, that “openly advocate anti-Semitic sentiments and incite
against the Jewish People and the State of Israel.” In one of the columns in question, Bayer linked merciless
persecution of Jews during the Holocaust to Jewish involvement in the Hungarian Soviet Republic, a shortlived communist regime that ruled Hungary for a little over four months in 1919. “Why are we surprised that the
simple peasant whose determinant experience was that the Jews broke into his village, beat his priest to death,
threatened to convert his church into a movie theater, why do we find it shocking that twenty years later he
watched without pity as the gendarmes dragged the Jews away from his village?” Bayer wrote. 100
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CONCLUSION
In late 2013, the Fundamental Rights Agency, a research branch of the European Union (EU), published the
findings of a wide-scope survey on reactions and perceptions among European Jews regarding anti-Semitism.
This was the first survey to measure the attitudes and feelings of European Jews; all prior surveys either
measured non-Jewish attitudes or reported statistics of incidents. The survey was conducted among six
thousand Jews in eight countries where approximately one million Jews who constitute 90 percent of the
Jewish population of the European Union reside: Belgium, France, Germany, Hungary, Italy, Latvia, Sweden,
and the UK. The findings were disconcerting: A staggering majority of 77 percent did not report to any authority
harassments, insults, and threats they experienced; 23 percent did not take part in events or frequent Jewish
institutes so as not to put themselves in harm’s way; 38 percent did not leave home wearing any signification that
could identify them as Jews (such as a kippah or Star of David); 33 percent feared they could fall prey to an antiSemitic attack; 29 percent considered emigration as an option; 66 percent defined anti-Semitism as a problem
that has an impact on their lives; and 76 percent stated that anti-Semitism has become more severe during the
last five years. During the year preceding the survey, 25 percent of the respondents personally experienced
an incident that included a verbal insult, and almost half were worried about the possibility of falling prey to an
insult or harassment in the coming year.101
About 75 percent of the participants in the FRA survey answered that they regard online anti-Semitism as an
immediate problem in their countries, whether by means of internet sites, YouTube videos, chats or blogs. A
similar percentage of participants noted that online anti-Semitism has increased during the last five years.
A few weeks after publication of the survey, the FRA under EU pressure removed from their website without
notice, the Working Definition of Anti-Semitism (WDA), which has been internationally-used since early 2005,
claiming the Working Definition was never formally adopted by the EU; other “unofficial” documents were
also removed. This was allegedly done for “technical grounds”; yet—coincidentally or not—it made it harder
to track the anti-Zionist and anti-Israeli inflammatory discourse that has accompanied growing anti-Semitic
sentiment. Not until 2016 did the International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance (IHRA) at the urgings of the
Simon Wiesenthal Center adopt the “Working Definition” of anti-Semitism, previously adopted by the U.S. State
Department.102
In 2014, the Kantor Center’s Database for the Study of Contemporary anti-Semitism and Racism at Tel Aviv
University released its latest findings. The Center’s global survey found that “anti-Semitism continued to infiltrate
into the mainstream from the extreme left and right fringes, and its manifestations are no longer incidental, but
rather have become an almost daily phenomenon,” and displayed a momentum—“a tidal wave”—not dependent
on headlines or dramatic events. President of the European Jewish Congress, Dr. Moshe Kantor, warned: “Jews
do not feel safe or secure in certain communities in Europe,” the said Sunday at Tel Aviv University. “Normative
Jewish life in Europe is unsustainable if such huge numbers of European Jews are forced to live in fear and
insecurity. European governments must be pressed to address this issue with utmost urgency.”103
The number of direct attacks against individuals—slightly more than one-third of all attacks—are were steadily
increasing. They are perpetrated with and without weapons, by arson, vandalism or direct threats against
Jewish individuals or institutions such as synagogues, community centers, schools, cemeteries, monuments and
private property. Vandalism represented nearly two-thirds of the incidents, with 333. There were also 25 attacks
with weapons (4 percent), 98 cases of weaponless violence (18 percent), nine cases of arsons (2 percent) and 89
direct threats (16 percent). 104
The Kantor Center concluded that official policies in most Western countries supporting commemorating
the Holocaust, condemning any form of anti-Semitism, and promoting legislation against anti-Semitism
and Holocaust Denial are increasingly at odds with negative popular opinion in evidence during the kosher
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slaughtering and circumcision debates and controversy over Jewish property looted by the Nazis.
This Report reinforces the findings and conclusions of both the FRA Survey and the Kantor Center, updated
to 2016. Ostrich-like, head-buried-in-the-sand responses won’t save European Jewry from a clear, presentand-growing danger. It will be up to the European Union and its member states, led by Germany and France, to
confront the existing biases and the anti-Jewish animus harbored by so many of the new waves of Arab and
Muslim immigrants.
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